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The rising difficulty level of mining networks has made it more complex 
for individual miners to compete and generate profits. Moreover,  
the cost of mining equipment has risen significantly, making it financially 
prohibitive for many aspiring miners to enter the industry. Additionally, 
factors such as energy costs, regulatory uncertainties, and 
environmental concerns further compound the challenges faced by 
miners. 


As a result of the growing complexity and cost associated with 
individual mining endeavors, an increasing number of people are turning 
to mining projects and platforms. These projects pool together 
resources and leverage economies of scale to make mining more 
accessible and profitable for participants. Overall, mining projects 
play a crucial role in democratizing access to cryptocurrency mining 
and enabling broader participation in the decentralized economy.







The Demi platform team oversees the administration  
of the primary Multisig address: 

,  
a pivotal component within the Demi token contract. 


 involves granting authority 
to this multisig, empowering it to execute the functionalities  
embedded in the smart contract for Demi token issuance and 
distribution. 

0xF0f39d83090b0acAD2ca9160970Be88b616dDc75

The Transfer of Rights transaction

https://bscscan.com/tx/0x3ba5d1088ca09813ee371ac7f74cdba69a06c3ce486e89031212214faeca9303








Supply power

Energy efficiency 

Energy consumption

Cost of electricity

0.1 TH/s

0.0224 J/TH

3 W

$0.05 per kWh



We determine the total reward of the mining pool 
the following way: 
Total Mining Pool Reward = (mining pool reward × 
dev fee) − (electricity costs + equipment repair 
costs)



Fixed cost of electricity

Mining pool reward

Dev Fee

Equipment repair costs 

 = 0.05 USD/kwh


 = bitcoin mined by 
miners connected to the DEMI mining pool


 (developer fee) = 1% 


= variable, 
depending on the amount of equipment 
that needs repair
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DEMI is more profitable 
than traditional mining



One of the advantages of the 
project is the low cost of electricity 
in the amount of $0.05 per kWh





Satoshi Nakamoto 

СhainLink  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ERC20 

Bitcoin: A Peer-to-Peer Electronic Cash System 


Real world assets


Inscriptions


Crypto currency on the Ethereum Blockchain Network


https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf
https://blog.chain.link/real-world-assets-rwas-explained/
https://github.com/ordinals/ord/blob/master/docs/src/inscriptions.md
https://erc20.tech/erc20token-whitepaper



